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SUMMARY 
The five star Persian Esteghlal International Hotel is located in the down foot of the Alborz mountain range with 90,000 
m2 area, having two towers each with 15 floors, a total of 552 luxurious rooms and suites, not only is the biggest and the 
most glorious hotel in the capital city, but also from various aspects is exclusive in the Islamic Republic of Iran. 
 
The hotel which you just entered to its online site, in addition to having rare merits and capabilities of reception and 
accommodations, is also in terms of geographical position, situated in the best climatic region of mega city Tehran which 
is so called “Bagh-A-Shahr (Garden City). This exclusive feature along with numerous other advantages such as; Adjutancy 
or close distances to Tehran International Exhibitions Centre, the radio and TV station, the longest and the most beautiful 
Boulevard (Vali-Asr) which is one of Tehran’s  tourist attraction, Tochal tele`cabin’ Sports and Recreation Complex 
considered as one of the longest and contiguous tele`cabin lines) in the world(ten minutes), Historical-Cultural Complex 
of Sa`ad-Abbad and Mellat Park, easy access to numerous Tehran’ Cultural, Historical, Therapeutic, Educational 
Commercial and  Worth seeing centres, International Airport of Imam Khomeini, Mehr-Abbad Airport, Tehran Railroad 
Station and Transportation terminals fifty (50), twenty (20), thirty five(35) minutes distance respectively and tens of other 
advantages are the reasons  differentiate this hotel with other existing hotel in Tehran. Not only our respectful guests 
would enjoy receptions and accommodations but also will remember staying at hotel as well. 
 
In recent years Effective efforts and performances of this hotel toward standardization of services, renovation and 
continual improvement of rooms, suites, halls of holding meeting and restaurant, particular diligence to training of 
employees with the purpose of providing services to guests conforming up to date with standards of hotel management, 
setting up various sections toward customer satisfaction like; to establish connection with guest is one of other 
advantages of Parsian Esteghlal Hotel in comparison to other hotels in Iran. 
 
Whereas this hotel always has the honour of hosting the local and foreign guests of Islamic Republic of Iran 

including  special political, economical, commercial  councils, groups of international airlines and splendid tourism as 

well as holding most national and international gatherings ,naturally participating guests will be well receipted and 

accommodated at this complex. The management is continually strengthening positive points of the mission in service 

provision to respectful guests through using of all facilities and capacities to present quality promotion of services. 
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GUEST DETAILS 

 

LAST NAME  

FLIGHT DETAILS (24:00HRS) FIRST NAME  

CONTACT NUMBER  

EMAIL ADDRESS  
ARRIVAL FLIGHT NO.  ETA  

COMPANY NAME  

ARRIVAL DATE  
DEPARTURE FLIGHT NO.  ETD  

DEPARTURE DATE  

 
 

ROOM CATEGORIES 

ROOM CATEGORY ROOM RATES EAST TOWER NO. OF ROOM/S NO. OF ADULT/S 

SINGLE 110 $   

DOUBLE 140 $   

J. SUITE 180 $   

L. SUITE 515 $   

EXTRA BED 25 $   

 
 

 
TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

 
 All of the rates above includes 15% for services and 8% for VAT. 

 Breakfast charge is included in prices. 

 Payment for foreign guests is only in cash. No credit card or check is acceptable. 

 Gusts who have stayed formerly at Esteghlal Parsian Hotel should mention their Reservation code in the form. 

 Please call reservation unit if didn’t receive booking confirmation until 24 hours after your booking request. 

 Check-in time is 2:00 pm. Charges for other times of check-in will be based on Regulations. 

 


